
Introduction:
- Proposed personality trait relations to frontal asymmetry were not consistently found in resting EEG (see e.g., Kuper et al. 2019, Vecchio & De Pascalis, 2020)

- Coan, Allen & McKnight, 2006: Capability model of anterior asymmetry: Capability of situations to activate traits:
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Results:
- Change of frontal asymmetry from neutral to negative conditions: 

(Figure 2) 
- F(2,98) = 1.404, p < .01, ηp² = .175 (CSD)
- F(2,98) = 1.344, p = .265, (linked mastoids)

- Trait correlations of frontal asymmetry: (Figure 3, Table 1) 

Methods:
- 52 student participants (right-handed, 25 male, mean age = 24.2,  SD = 3.3, range = 18 – 30)

- Study design: 
- Two reference schemes (CSD, linked mastoids)
- Three sessions
- Resting EEG measurement in each session
- One paradigm in each session:

- movie paradigm: positive, negative and neutral movies (cf. Hewig et al., 2005)

- mental imagery paradigm: neutral, FFS and BIS imagery script (cf. Wacker et al. 2008) 

- virtual T-maze: positive, negative, conflict, control trials (Rodrigues et al., 2018, 2021)

- Statistics:
- Correlations of relevant traits with the frontal asymmetry score for task and resting
- Repeated measurement (split-plot) 3x2 ANOVA  

- dependent variable : Change of frontal asymmetry from neutral to negative conditions 
- within factor: paradigm (movie, imagery, VR)
- between factor: negative imagination script (FFFS, BIS)
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The model is bend, but never broken:  
A quadratic extension to the capability model of frontal asymmetry based on 

situational induction strength

Discussion:
- The proposed linear relation of situational intensity and trait relation of 

frontal asymmetry was not found.
- Caveats:

- low statistical power
- possible sex differences in frontal asymmetry
- only limited amount of traits included
- additional methodological issues:

- tonic vs. phasic
- one-shot vs. repetitions
- references: linked mastoids vs. CSD

Conclusion:
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Figure 1: Paradigms used in the present study (cf. Rodrigues et al. 2021).

Figure 2: Frontal asymmetry dependent on the conditions of the paradigm (cf. Rodrigues et al. 2021)

quadratic extension of the 
capability model of frontal asymmetry:

situational intensity

max

min

reference task trait r

behavioral inhibition -.29*

trait negative affect -.32*

trait positive affect   .43**

depression -.46**

negative imagery script: BIS ending depression -.34†

negative imagery script: BIS ending behavioral inhibition .42*

negative imagery script: FFFS ending trait positive affect .37†

Note: * = p<.05, ** = p<.001, † = p<.1

negative movie
CSD

linked mastoidsFigure 3: Correlation of trait and frontal asymmetry in the three paradigms and resting state measurements (cf. Rodrigues et al. 2021)

Table 1: Correlation of trait and frontal asymmetry in the three paradigms and resting state measurements
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